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Torts (LAW 15) outline

Professor Elmore, Spring, 2021 
Keep track of POLICY discussed in class 

Things in this color/format is a rule (reword it) 

Things in this color/format is a “pre-write” (reword it) 

Case names in this format 

Well over 100 hypos/examples 
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TABLE	OF	CONTENTS	(hyperlinks)	

INTENTIONAL TORTS: 
1) BATTERY
2) ASSAULT
3) FALSE IMPISONMENT
4) IIED
5) TRESPASS TO LAND
6) CHATTELS: TRESSPASS v. CONVERSION:

AFFIRMITIVE DEFENSES 
I. CONSENT

Implied consent: 
A) MEDICAL CONSENT:
B) COMBAT

1) ILLEGAL COMABT – cite HUDSON
2) LEGAL ⇒ SPORTS – cite HACKBART

II. NECESSITY
DFENSE PRIVILEGES 

PROPERTY/LAND 
SELF-DEFENSE 

★★NEGLIGENCE
1) STANDARD OF CARE:

NONFEASANCE: where P claims D should have somehow intervened to confer a benefit on P
LANDLORD:

STATUS: 
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• The man calls his wife to come get him. Is there imprisonment?
§ Has a way of leaving. Dealer didn’t care if he stayed or left. Likely no imprisonment.
§ If wife is not an option to leave, there could be a reasonable argument for imprisonment.

IIED	

One is liable for IIED if they intentionally or recklessly inflict (cause), by extreme or outrageous 
conduct, severe emotional or mental distress onto P (even absent physical harm). 
• 1) INTENT OR RECKLESS (RST §46)

o D deliberately causes severe emotional distress (ED) or
o D acts recklessly by disregarding a high probability that severe ED will result.

§ Recklessness (LESS than intent—is not necessarily indicative of targeting emotional harm):
• Practical jokes COUNT (reckless)
• Portraying in a negative light
• Embarrass someone
• Interfere with K

o Where an act is so clearly malicious, jury can infer intent from act itself
o Inferred from desire or knowing with substantial certainty that acts will cause P's ED

§ EXAMPLE: D calls P & says “this is general hospital, ur child is in the ER and dying"
• D likely desired to inflict ED or knew it was practically certain ED would result
• D's conduct which was extreme and outrageous.

§ State Rubbish Collectors (D threatens that if P doesn't pay his garbage collection proceeds to D, D will
severely beat P—P becomes ill; not assault as not immediate, but IIED)

• 2) EXTREME OR OUTRAGEOUS CONDUCT (ACT)
o OUTRAGEOUS = beyond all bounds of decency, beyond what society considers tolerable

§ Conclude probably tolerable → element of E/O not met → no ED
o Outrageous elements: 

§ 1) Conduct utterly without social value
§ 2) Strong consensus on that fact from a large group of people

• A broad community against this conduct
§ IIED is HARD to establish

• Outrageousness & severe ED are prongs which are NOT easy to meet
o What is motivating D? Something valuable to society?

§ Act for own benefit → conclude ED
§ Act for some sort of moral thing → no ED
§ True info & related to a public matter/ welfare → NO ED

o Outrageous conduct often arises if there is a difference in power between P & D
§ Defined by societal norms; dependent on environment.

• 3) SEVERE DISTRESS  =  CAUSATION + DAMAGES
o Causation & damages: D's conduct must have caused the victim's severe emotional distress, or to present,

immediate family, or to other persons if bodily harm
o Liable for damages resulting, even if no intent to cause damages
o SEVERE = no reasonable person could be expected to endure it.
o Requires a LOT of evidence.

§ More likely to be ED if many forms of ED, and if suffered in high intensities
o TYPE OF D

§ If D is one of the following, a court is more likely to find E&O conduct than otherwise
• 1) Common Carrier/In-keeper
• 2) D knows + act
• 3) Abuse of authority in supervisory positions
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o RULE: cannot remove kidney of a man to save his brother's life 
• Curran v. Bosz 

o RULE: cannot determine intent of 3 yo old thus cannot force twin A to 
test for bone marrow transplant to twin B who's dying of leukemia  

§ E.g. "do not resuscitate if medical procedures are necessary to keep them alive" 
• TEST:  

o 1) Is it necessary?  
o 2) Would a rational person have consented under the circumstances? 

o HYPO: revoke consent after they sign consent form, as they are entering operating room → this 
supersedes, but writing is strong; argue BOTH but conclude last-said consent 

o HYPO: person greets u by kissing u on both cheeks. Battery? 
§ Depends on culture 
§ In social situations, implied licenses IF expectation is reasonable under circumstances 
§ White: minor physical contact is battery and D is liable for non-consensual touching 

o EXAM QUESTION: rape? What does it mean to satisfy objective standard for consent? What if 
someone is undressing, does this imply consent? 

§ A Ds honest but unreasonable understanding that P consented is NEVER a defense since 
we determine consent based on an objective standard 

• Consent from P or D's perspective is irrelevant 
• Consent is a matter of law 
• What is objective = jury Q 

o Hinges on community standards & what community considers objective 
o A reasonable belief not generally held ⇒ objective standard met 

• Burden is a preponderance of the evidence, for civil liability.  
o P bears the burden to disprove consent (show non-consent) 

• D argues they have a consent defense. 
o Give D some leeway on exigent circumstances (necessity to act) 

• P may need to show non-consent to prevail 
• Objective standard in determining if P reasonably believed D's consent. 

o Obrien: Consent inferred/implied when P put out her arm: sufficient 
o White: Oral consent necessary: implied consent insufficient; need "yes" 

o Consent can be altered by regulations (E.g. title 9).  
§ Florida altered self-defense rule to "stand your ground"  

o Regulations reflect community valuesVitiated consent – [defense to the defense of consent!] 
§ By Law 

• E.g. you can’t consent to have someone assist your suicide. 
o No battery for failed attempted suicide—torts are interpersonal   

• Hudson v. Craft – boxer consents to an illegal prize fight. 
o law is meant to protect the fighter, so by law he can’t consent to the 

fight, and CAN recover against the promoter, but not the other boxer. 
o Incentives via public policy – don’t fight! 

B)	COMBAT	

o 1)	ILLEGAL	COMABT	–	cite	HUDSON	
§ The majority holds: combat is a breach of peace & so consent is not valid. 

• Combatants are liable to one another for respective injuries.  
§ Under the minority & 3d restatement: consent to injurious conduct precludes tort 

liability, even if it’s a crime; consent is thus valid.  
• Unless fighters cannot appreciate the rule, combatants are NOT liable to one 

another for their injuries 
o UNLESS (RIL): where it is a crime to do X to particular persons, there 

may be liability despite consent IF: 
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• 2) BREACH:  
o To establish breach, P must show D’s conduct fell below the (objective) standard of 

care—the reasonable person under like circumstances, which is a benchmark for 
appropriate conduct. Vaughen. 

§ JURY to decides issue of breach. Vaughen 
• Circumstances generally include physical characteristics of D himself.  

§ HYPO: Tort trial for negligence. Judge instructs jury that they should ask if D 
acted in a way that the jury (“they”) would have acted. Is the jury reasonable 
people? Don’t know 

§ HYPO: Tort trial for negligence. Judge instructs jury to ask if D acted in a way 
that THE AVERAGE PERSON would have acted. WRONG. Maybe average is 
NOT reasonable. 

§ Judge ONLY decide where the facts are so clear that no reasonable jury could find otherwise 
Jury Trial Procedure 

Burden 
of Proof 

1. In negligence case, P bears “burden of proof”  
2. P bears initial production burden & must adduce evidence: 

a. D's negligent  
b. P suffered injury,  
c. D’s negligence proximately caused injury 

i. i.e. elements of prima facie case 
ii. Judge decides if P met the burden of production  

3. P bears burden of persuasion: as case goes to jury, P must 
convince jury it’s more probable than not his injuries caused by 
D’s negligence 

Homes: Jury decides Qs of due care 
- P fails to take adequate precautions to avoid 
known danger that proximately causes his injuries 
→ responsible 
- Burden of production = judge 
Cardozo (Pokora v. Wabash): 
- Jury determines if P's precautions were 
sufficiently reasonable & prudent to relieve him of 
cont. negligence 
- Burden of production = jury 

Function 
of Judge 
and Jury 

JUDGE: 
1. Decides questions of law 
2. If reasonable may NOT differ as to facts ⇒ judge directs verdict 

a. Eg: car accident: if no reasonable person could believe D 
acted non-negligently, judge takes issue from jury & tells 
jury they must find D negligent 

JURY (fact-finder): 
• Decides questions of fact 
• Decides whether D’s conduct satisfied 

“reasonable person” standard 

 
• We can determine whether there was a breach, using: 

o A) CUSTOM 
§ RULE: P must prove D deviated from a well-established, relevant custom (establishes 

benchmark for reasonable conduct) within that geographic community—custom’s relevant, 
not determinative. TJ Hooper. 

• Like Carrol: universal disregard is not an absolute protection. 
§ EXAM APPROACH: 

• 1) Here, the relevant/well-established custom is … 
• 2) … which seeks to protect against [HARM]… and harm P suffered is… [HARM 

WHICH P SUFFERED].  
o Not adhering to custom shows D may have breached the duty of care.  
o You have to show WHY custom is what it is 

§ Is it for aesthetics? Quality? If so, P LOSES.  
• If custom is to prevent P’s injury → P wins.  

• 3) Here, [DEFENDANT] could have…. [TAKEN PRECAUTION X] 
o Carrol: consider which precautions COULD have prevented the injuries 
o P: What cost-effective precautions could we have taken? 

§ These precautions MUST PREVENT the injury (insurance IS NOT 
PREVENANTATIVE) 

o D: employees taking a known risk → assumed the risk 
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§ *Not all evidence counts: D shows he's careful, rarely enough to 
give D directed verdict! 

§ D argues it was a trespasser BUT P need not show its impossible 
something else happened—only that it was more likely than not due 
to Ds conduct (D must prove).  

• Argue: more likely than not Ds conduct 
o Therefore, D will/wont likely get the directed verdict  

Where P's 
evidence is… Who wins? Role of 

judge/jury? Cases & points 

dispositive 
(RARE) 

negligence as 
a matter of 
law, is 
established, & 
P 
automatically 
wins. 

evidence 
removed 
from jury 
due to lack 
of factual 
dispute 

Newing (airplane): evidence is so strong that it’s dispositive (D had alcho on 
breath & observed drinking before (eliminate non-negligent conduct), P had no 
alcho on breath & sat in back seat (rules out P conduct), pilot had exclusive control 
of plane (no 3d party conduct), weather's calm (no natural event)). 
• RIL + eliminating alternative causes 
• RIL affirmative proof of evidence 
• RIL unnecessary abundance of circumstantial evidence 
⇒ P wins (No jury Q) 

rebuttable 
presumption of 
negligence 
(MINORITY) 

P wins unless 
D produces 
sufficient 
evidence of 
non-
negligence to 
create jury Q 

 Byrne: (flour barrel): P WINS 
• No direct evidence of specific act of negligence 
• Highly probable that injury is due to negligence of D 
• D has better access to evidence 
• RIL creates inference of negligence 

o Thus, shifts burden to D to prove NOT negligent 
Ybarra (multiple Ds, back surgery, anesthesia): P WINS 
• Not a natural side effect; expert testimony says most likely negligence.  
• P subdued: no contribution. Ds exclusive control; enterprise liab theory. 
• P produced enuf evidence to create negligence presumption in each D 

o All Ds presumed liable (presumption) 
o Each D must prove not guilty (rebuttal) 

• Court tries to address info asymmetry.  
o Tort goals: Strong civil recourse defense; deterrence (new hospital 

practices to ensure no pressure on neck/shoulders).  
Jury Instructions for RIL? 
• Should we limit RIL to permitting trier of fact to find for P or require them to? 

o Ybarra: we only need to permit them to 
o Anderson v Somberg: jury required to find against D 

§ Reaffirm: Chin v. St. Barnabos Med Center 
⇒ P wins UNLESS D gives evidence 

sufficient either P or D 
may win, as it 
gives rise to a 
permissible 
inference of 
negligence, 

which 
leads to a 
question of 
fact for the 
jury 

Colmenares: (high duty 4 airline, ☆escalator; MODERN): P WON 
A. An RIL case may be sent to a jury, despite 3d party control of injury-causing 

device, if D had an important public duty regarding the device such that the duty 
could not be delegated to the 3d party 

B. Public spaces → public duties (like roads) are non-delegable bc public has a right 
to be on notice of who is responsible for safety.  

C. D retains exclusive control over device despite 3d party involvement 
o 1: Escalator won't stop moving unless someone is negligent.  

§ Not a natural event: excludes non-natural event.  
o 3: P ≠ cause injury; no evidence of P's voluntary conduct.  
o 2: Try to pass liability to Westinghouse—D says no control 

§ Rejects D's lack of exclusive control arg: airports are public 
areas & have non-delegable duty to maintain safety ⇒ prevail 
exclusive control elmtn 

o Creates inference for jury: P does not win: for jury to ansr. 
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§ RST 448: Intentional acts are superseding causes. 
o Independ from D's negligence 
o Occurred after D's negligent act 

• EXCEPTION: If D can FORESEE the superseding event, LIABLE 
o The harm is within the risk & proximate cause is established, even if 

manner isn’t foreseeable, because the superseding event—here, 
[EVENT]—is reasonably foreseeable under the circumstances, given 
[D’s] negligence. Brower (liable for foreseeable barrel theft because 
hiring detective evinces notice).  

o Causal chain is NOT broken because D’s on notice  
§ Brower = Unforeseeable manner 
§ Marshall (2nd driver hits P, 3- party is a superseding cause) 

• BREAKING THE CAUSAL CHAIN: 
o Jury often decides if interventions break the causal chain. Kinsman. 
o Long chains with interventions don’t mean no px cause if D should have 

foreseen that very harm. Ross v. Hartman. 
• HYPO: Everyone is fine; P gets back in car, drives for 20 mins, gets in another 

accident. Can he recover from original D for getting him off schedule? No 
§ 2) COICIDENCE: if coincidence → not negligent  

• Berry: the speeding trolly (negligence per se, established but-for): does the fact 
that trolly was speeding increase the chance of the tree falling? No 

o Random, only a coincidence. Not negligent.  
§ 3) RESCUER: Non-reckless rescuers are foreseeable, so [D]’s probably responsible for 

rescuer’s harm. Wagner (liability where p-rescuer’s cousin thrown from negligently-run 
train, when P-rescuer injured searching) 

• Cardozo & majority: Danger invites rescue 
• Superseding event 

o SECOND: Analytical Framework: 
§ 1. Is there cause in fact? 

• But for the negligence, would the harm have not occurred? 
§ 2. Was the harm within the risk? (majority) 

• Analysis: 
o YES ⇒ Here, the harm of …[INJURY] was likely within the risk of …  

[D's CONDUCT]. RTT §29.  
o NO ⇒ Here, the harm of …[INJURY] was likely not within the risk of 

… [D's CONDUCT]. RTT §29. 
• EASY BREEZY PROXIMATE CAUSATION QUESTION: Proximate 

cause is likely established because the harm [HARM of X] is a 
foreseeable result of [D’s conduct] that occurred in a manner wed expect, 
and [P] is a foreseeable plaintiff to whom a duty is owed, regardless of the 
damages’ extent. Palsgraf, Vosberg.  

§ 3. “Did what was risked happen?” 
• What was risked? What do we EXPECT to happen? 
• The risk of … [D's CONDUCT] is that we’d expect … [EXPECTED RISK].  

o … possible resulting harms are… 
o … negligent BECAUSE …  

§ 4. FORESEEABILITY: Was	the	risk	foreseeable,	ex	ante?	 
• The risk is likely foreseeable. 
• Prior to conduct, the chain of events that occurred was “foreseeable” “natural,” 

“probable” … because…  
o Often a jury question 
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• This is the test we apply to determine if punishment was FAIR 
o CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITS ON PUNITIVE DAMAGES (Campbell): 

§ 1. JURISDICTIONAL LIMITATIONS:  
• Court limited the evidence considered for purposes of judging reprehensibility.  
• State court has no legitimate interest to deter out of state jurisdiction conduct 
• Courts should only consider conduct towards P, not in company as a whole 
• Majority held that a jury can consider only similar conduct that has a close 

nexus to the kind of bad conduct at issue in the case itself.  
§ 2. Punitive damages deter easily concealable damages  
§ 3. RATIO 

• Single digit numbers are more likely to comport with due process, while still 
achieving the state's goals of deterrence & retribution than ratios over 10x 

§ 4. D can exclude much evidence of similar conduct, if outside state 
§ 5. Non-Party Harm Rule: Can’t punish D for hurting others by giving P more money in 

punitive damages. Consider harm done to P in this case. Campbell.  
§ 6. Holds excessive violations are a violation of the DPC bc it’s an arbitrary 

deprivation of property (a taking). Philip Morris  
§ 7. Per the DPC, D's entitled to fair notice of the conduct that may subject him to 

punishment & the severity of the penalty a state may impose for such conduct. Gore 
§ 8. Punitive damages awarded based on a jury's desire to punish D for harming persons 

not before the court (e.g., victims whom the parties do not represent) would amount to 
a taking of property from D without due process. Philip Morris. 

o Kemezy: policeman acts willfully/wanton after beating man with nightstick 
§ Posner: Deterrence rational of punitive damages.  
§ Kemezy (Posner):  

• 1. P need not produce evidence of D’s wealth for punitive damages 
o P need not justify how its measured 

• 2. Purpose is deterrence & compensatory damages not always to compensate 
• 3. Evidence of the D’s net worth is admissible, but it is not required, in 

supplying jury with information to assess punitive damages.  
§ Note: A way around this: focus on reprehensibility of D’s conduct—argue:  

• D showed pattern, intentionality, etc.  
o which warrants increasing punitive damages awarded 

o In determining whether a punitive damages award violates due process, courts don’t apply a 
single-digit-ratio rule; rather, only a presumption against a 145-to-1 ratio. Mathias 

§ Mathias (2003):  
• Hotel guests exposed to bedbugs  
• Jury’s verdict affirmed because hotel owner acted willfully & wantonly  
• Failed to warn guests of bugs, kept renting rooms, taking no corrective measures 

§ For conduct without redeeming social value, unpredictability can help accomplish 
deterrence compensatory damages cannot 

• E.g. someone is risk averse is worried about high-side damages award, even if 
that’s unpredictable as to whether it would be rewarded  

§ D’s wealth cannot be used as a reason to increase punitive damages 
§ But absence of wealth is a reason to lower the amount 

 
MATHIAS v. CAMPBELL: COMPARISON 

 Mathias Campbell 
1) INTENT Clearly intentional conduct Non-intentional conduct 
2) HARM Physical harm Economic harm  

3) RATIO Single digit ratio cannot deter bc too low 
• Where compensatory damages are too low: single digit does not 

HUGE ratio 1:145M 
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§ D-stadium duty = design, build, organize field with care 
• BUT HAS NO duty to prevent players from hitting the 

ball hard—primary assumption. 
o SOME exceptions when buying food, since 

guard down. Argue. 
§ Minority: Some jurisdictions may not find spectators assumed 

the risk.  
• See Newark Bears (Court questioned whether D 

breached their duty of reasonable care by not protecting 
high risk areas with netting). 

§ Risk assumed when within the rules of the game 
§ Risk not assumed for flagrant violation 

• Concussions in football? 
§ Protectionism: sometimes law says there is a duty to not permit 

some class (e.g. underage football players) to take some risk. 
o Athletes: 

§ Maddox: Player's professional career ended after knee damage, 
slipping & falling on “wet and muddy” outfield. 

• Because P knew of field’s condition, court grants MSJ 
• Likewise, here, P’s continued participation in the 

game despite awareness is AoR as a matter of law. 
§ Ellis: revived AoR defense in maritime boat races. 

• Waiver:  
o Parties can only contract out of CL, not public or statutory law 
o Waives any injuries or personal injuries (i.e. negligence) Dalury 

• Malpractice waiver: generally not enforced (even if paying less etc.) 
• Fine print: (fine print) + (P not aware) = K not binding 
• Gross negligence: differentiate from negligence 

o (Gross negligence) + (specified in K) + (P understands) ⇒ only then can 
P assume the risk for gross negligence RST §496 

§ NO à go to II. 
• No express K → so its implied AoR. Now, is it primary or secondary?  

o II. Is the risk at issue is inherent and known to the activity based on the 
rules of the game, or common expectations associated with the activity? 

§ YES à primary assumption of risk is a defense based on inherent factors of known risk 
§ Primary AoR applies to inherent and known risks of an activity, if it is carried out 

per the rules of the game or common expectation. 
§ HERE WE ARE IN ⇒ PRIMARY + IMPLIED + NO K: 

• 1) P's conduct establishes P voluntarily & knowingly took the risk? 
o YES → GO TO 2) 

§ P assumes the risk because they (Steeplechase): 
• 1) observed & understood activity's obvious dangers 

&  
• 2) partook voluntarily 

o NO → assert a defense (not voluntary, not knowing) 
• 2) The DUTY for a reasonable XXXX? 

o e.g.: an amusement ride giving clear notice to riders that’s not too 
dangerous only has a duty to ensure no latent dangers 

• 3) Risk is part of activity’s inherent nature because ? 
o YES ⇒ P assumed the risk ⇒ GO TO 5) 

§ EX: Falling on a ski hill = inherent risk 
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§ Doctrine of Respondeat Superior Holds employers strictly liable for torts committed by 
an employee within the scope of employment. (Bushey v. US) 

o ★ EXAM APPROACH: Employers are typically indirectly (i.e. vicariously) liable for 
employees’ torts, if they occur within the course of employment if: (Bushy) 

§ 1) There is a tort 
• Intentional tort 

o Does not preclude liability 
o BUT, employees are not hired to perform intentional torts 
o GO TO 6) 

§ 2) P must show a relationship exists 
•  EMPLOYEE 

§ 3) Scope of employment Liability Test: To determine whether the employee committed the 
tort “within the scope of employment,” the employee's conduct MUST: 

• (1) be of the general kind the employee is hired to perform—
likely (NOT) met because 

o i.e. doing employer's business & duties as assigned 
o opposed to being wholly involved in a personal endeavor. 
o [WORK] is the type of work employee is paid to do… 

§ DISCUSS EMPLOYEE'S TASKS 
o [THING EMPLOYEE DID] is (NOT) a personal deviation 

because… 
§ Employee acts from personal motives, employer often not liable 
§ HYPO: Nurse at D hospital always hated P bc of prior fight. While 

P is in hospital, Nurse kills P.  
• D is NOT liable, bc Nurse obviously acted from personal 

motives, not to further D's business 
o C) Was it foreseeable? 

§ Liable if conduct is foreseeable, even if negligence. Ira Bushey.  
§ Asking if there's an untaken precaution is the WRONG question 

REMEMBER: 
★ Bring: 
Negligent 
Hiring & 

supervision 
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DEFENSES 
MANUFACTURING DEFECT  

★ KEY: Is the risk of the product avoidable by careful use? 
1. Contributorily Negligence 
• Li: Ps negligence is considered part of comparative negligence. 
• THIS IS NOT AoR ⇒ AoR only applies to waivers if risk is 

inherent 
2. Abnormal Misuse 
• P cannot recover for misuse that's neither intended nor 

reasonably foreseeable to the seller 
o HYPO: stand on chair = foreseeable 
o HYPO: P tries to shave legs with chainsaw ⇒ misuse 

§ So unforeseeable → P cannot recover 
§ EVEN IF it was defectively 

manufactured/designed 
3. Product that's only dangerous if misused → product is 
NOT defective 
4. Ps unreasonable conduct is NOT a defense in SL 
• Ordinary contributory negligence (e.g. P carelessly fails to 

notice danger) is NO defense (unless Aor) 
• 402A: general unreasonable conduct is not a defense 

o HYPO: D manufacturer TV, and its smoking, but P 
does not notice smoke bc she's watching TV even if a 
reasonable person would, TV explodes, she can recover 
under the traditional rule as she didn’t assume the risk 

§ If she saw the smoke → assumed the risk; aware 
of danger; voluntarily exposed herself to this.  

5. No proximate cause 
• If harm itself is not foreseeable, bc: 

o 1) 3d party conduct (i.e. MODIFIED for yrs of use) 
OR 

§ Jagmin: substantial alteration – modified 
through years of use 

o 2) misuse by P (that’s not foreseeable) 
• Substantial alteration → no proximate OR but for cause 
6. Unavoidably unsafe products 
• So long as 1) properly administered 2) adequate warning, not 

unreasonably unsafe per RST  
o Like vaccines, where using them outweighs risks of not 

using them 
• P should have known product was defective, & taken more 

care to maintain it 
7. AoR – RARE + PROBABLY NOT ON EXAM 
(PROBABLY) 
• P recognizes danger, but voluntarily & unreasonably exposes 

herself to it —claim is barred only if D shows:  
o 1) P knew the risk,  
o 2) P understood risk, &  

3) P voluntarily pursued it 

DESIGN DEFECT 
RISK UTILITY TEST: 
• Show RAD is not feasible 
• No one would purchase it 
• Would become ugly, lose value (e.g. locks are large & ugly) 
• P & L are very low, means there is a low risk of injury  

§ 1. PRODUCT ALTERATIONS: 
• If product is substantially altered after it left D’s control, in a way that 

makes it improbable that the defect existed at the time it left that 
control, there's no causation and no liability. §17-18 

• 1) Employer adds smth, causing injury 
o Young v. Aeroil Products Co: 
o Alterations = superseding events – a defense  

• 2) Employer adds smth, makes it safer 
o Hoover v. New Holland North America.: does not defeat PL  

• 3) P modifies product 
o Comparative negligence 

2. MISUSE:  
• Unforeseeable misuse (such that the manufacturer could not be 

expected to guard against in designing the product) is seen as a 
superseding event that cuts off proximate cause. §17-18 

3. Products without social utility at all 
• Utility so low = unreasonably dangerous (e.g. exploding cigarettes); the 

product would be found defective, regardless of whether there was a 
adequate warning.  

• Many products have some inherent dangerousness BUT have high 
utility (e.g.: chef knifes) 

§ 4. Other products lack feature – feasibility?  
• Indicates not feasible (e.g. Barker, no machines had stabilizers). 
5. State of the Art Defense 
• Bruce v. Martin-Marietta Corp (enter stream of commerce) 
• Custom ≠ State of the Art 
• Majority: don’t allow compliance with state-of-the-art to resolve 

design defect in D's favor. Kim v. Toyota Motor Corp. 
• Minority: CA, can show defect in older design. Ault v. International 

Harvester. 
§ 6. Subsequent improvements.  

• Majority: not proof of defectiveness. Cann v. Ford Motor Co 
• Federal standard = NO. See FRE 407. 
7. Open & obvious defects 
• Majority & RTT: Not a complete defense, but a factor 
• Old CL rule: No manufacturer liability if danger is open/obvious. See 

Campo (onion-topper obviously dangerous—D wins)—OVERRULED  
• Micallef v. Miehle (1976) (hickie on the printing press—P wins): open 

& obvious isn’t determinative—only a factor 
• Genie Indus., Inc. v. Matak: rejected absolute rules [of open and 

obvious] in favor of the more fluid risk-utility analysis 
• Linegar v. Armor (Safety vest doesn’t cover armpit, P is shot, NO 

Liab.) 
Law now: open/obvious risks = attributable to design defects	

OTHER RULES 
ECONOMIC LOSSES 
Casa Clara: Rare, less frequent claims  
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o Learned Intermediary Defense – RTT 6(d) 
§ Despite Ortho, where there's a learned intermediary ⇒ a defense against duty to warn. 
§ But so much direct marketing now to consumers, which give a summary of risks to cover 

their asses, which dramatically weakens this defense. 
• The more marketing there is, the more warnings are required. 

o Pharmacists (791/792) 
§ Have duty to (1) fill prescription correctly; (2) remedy inadequacies on the face of the 

prescription; (3) a duty to take reasonable care in preparing / dispensing medicine. 
§ No duty to warn, unless they take on more responsibilities, voluntarily assuming duty to 

warn by e.g. managing patients more closely. 
§ Learned intermediary doctrine: manufacturer's duty is to warn physician/Dr. Not patient 

• UNLESS they have reason to believe that either 2) medicine is marketed 
directly to patient 1) Dr is in a passive role (e.g. Macdonald) 

o Mass Vaccinations: 
§ Davis v. Wyeth (1968) & Reyes v. Wyeth (1974) – 1st generation Polio cases 

• D failed to meet it’s duty to warn of a 1-in-a-million chance dispensed “to all 
comers,” no interaction with physician, so burden on manufacturer to make sure 
dispensers warn, there are signs, or something.  

o Court says this isn’t unreasonable, but seems high. 
o These first generation cases were for no warnings. 

• P has to prove vaccine caused the polio, and that wouldn’t have taken the vaccine 
knowing the risk; really an informed consent case. 

§ Givens v. Lederle (1977) – 2nd generation re: adequacy of warning. 
• 1 in 3 million risk of Polio, physician didn’t give, despite warning insert, because too 

“nebulous.” Jury found doctor liable. 
§ Litigation dramatically drives up costs of vaccines 

• No fault liability insurance system 
• DPT increased by 2,000 percent, 96% of which à litigation. 
• SL makes sense if companies can afford it, but otherwise go out of business from 

tort system! 
§ Vaccines only work if most people are vaccinated, and probability of getting disease is 

higher if you don’t than if you do. 
§ Compliance with FDA regulations doesn’t guarantee sufficient warning or safe design—just 

one of many factors for a jury to consider. 
o Unavoidably Dangerous Products, pg 801 – generally no SL anymore 

§ Blood Transfusions 
• Brody v. Overlook Hospital – no test at the time for contaminated blood (hepatitis). 

RST 420 comment k à socially useful, desirable product.  
• Most jx follow Brody, use a negligence standard, keep burdens down on hospitals. 

§ Asbestos – also on negligence standard, most follow Borel (1973). 
o Legislative Solutions  

§ National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (1986): NCVIA, a system of no-fault compensation 
of up to $250k for persons who suffer particular side effects from certain vaccine programs 
within specified time limits 

• Only covers a small sliver of cases 
• Capping damages is the point, but since it covers so little, doesn’t really work. 

o Time of manufacture 
§ Vassalo v. Baxter Healthcare Corp: silicone gel breast implants, claim that they leaked and 

harmed connective tissue, suit on negligence, breach of warranty, failure to warn. 
• Is the warranty “strict” even though D could not have known of the risk? NO.  
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